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This article analyzes the relation between Japanese
avant-garde calligraphy and Western abstract painting
during the postwar period through the magazine
Bokubi( 1 ) ,  edited in Kyoto by Shiryû Morita and
constitutes the main platform from where most radical
calligraphers carried out their personal renewal of the
traditional art of writing in Japan.
Introduction
The avant-garde movement in Japanese calligraphy
which took place throughout the 1950s, became one of
the most outstanding moments of postwar art in Japan,
due to its international impact and revolutionary
approach to Western abstract creations. For the first
time, calligraphy received the influence of a foreign and
contemporary art, opening new creative possibilities to
a world that many considered stagnant. During ten
years, the magazine Bokubi compiled the activity of
avant-garde calligraphers, featuring, not only
international exhibitions where their work was
exhibited along with other abstract paintings, but also
their discussions about the main international trends in
art, and the principal inspiration for a modern Sho
where the spiritual expression of man was given from a
formal point of view.
Despite the importance of the movement, the
discussions about Bokubi and Shiryû Morita (1912–
1998) outside of Japan, rarely present a complete vision
of the magazine. Although Bumpei Tamiya(2), and
Masaomi Unagami(3) stand out for their deep analysis
of particular artists, their studies do not consider the
magazine as a whole phenomenon. Other foreign
authors have also treated in more general terms the role
calligraphy played in an international context (no more
different now than in the 1950s), as a first approach to
an art still unfamiliar to Western public. The potential
problem relies in the incommensurable aspects
considered in the magazine, which include aspects from
the creation of a new aesthetical basis to the analysis of
diverse Western artists following  non-established
criteria. Thus, in the same issue, one could find articles
consecrated to great masters of calligraphy such as
Nantembô side-by-side with an analysis of Michel
Seuphor’s designs. The international display of
Japanese avant-garde calligraphy through Bokubi, must
be considered as a multidirectional phenomenon that
includes different and intricate  interactions. As the
praises of Shiryû to the straight boldness of Franz
Kline’s brushstroke as the parallel to Ryôkan’s, has
influenced the work of young Japanese avant-garde
calligraphers, in the likes of Yûichi Inoue. Many
European artists also reflected in their creations their
fascination for the art of writing in East Asia.
I have based my study on primary sources. The
magazine itself was the most relevant document to base
this study on. The compilation Norio Imaoka made
recently about Bokubi(4) was equally inspiring, as it
compiles the fundamental articles of the publication.
Imaoka limited his research to the reproduction of
original texts without including any critical vision as he
had done, years before, in his Forty Years of Bokujin(5).
Along with these documents, catalogues of exhibition
such as Calligraphy and the Passionate Years(6) and
Morita Shiryû and Bokubi(7) have proven to be essential
for a complete review of the avant-garde movement
inside the Japanese calligraphic world.
It is also important to mention the contributions of
Alexandra Munroe(8) and Bert Winther-Tamaki(9) to the
subject, as they analyzed in detail the relationship
between the magazine and North American art within
the artistic context of the 1950s. Nevertheless, as theirs
is an approach limited to the American context, the aim
of this essay is to provide a wider vision of the
relationship to Western art as reflected by the
magazine. The immense amount of artists and themes
Bokubi considered cannot be reviewed in detail in this
article. However, among the miscellaneous creations we
could find in the magazine, it is possible to differentiate
two groups or trends of artists, in regards to the
relation they established with Japanese calligraphy. On
one hand, the American action painting, connected with
Sho by the movement and gesture, as well as by the
physical presence of the artist on the canvas. This
relationship was marked , as Munroe points out(10), by
the political context of the 1950s, when the fear of
Asian Communism forced a closer interaction between
America and Japan, including their respective cultural
backgrounds. On the other hand, diverse European
artists, fascinated with the sign and its plastic
possibilities marked by new metaphysical ideas and the
interest for a further development of primitivism. As
we will see, the evolution of the interaction between Sho
and these two great artistic trends will differ right from
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the beginning. However, it is necessary to first establish
the element that brings all these works together,
creating a logical dialogue between such different
trends: an abstract monochrome expression where the
line plays the main role.
The Beauty of Black and White
In 1948, Shiryû Morita suggested in his essay “Like a
rainbow”(11) the possibility of a dialogue between
Japanese avant-garde calligraphy and Western abstract
art through the metaphor of a rainbow with one
extreme in the East and the other in the West. Shiryû
explained the case of an American observer in Japan,
not able to read Japanese or Chinese, but capable of
differentiating types of script and appreciating
brushwork. Based on this reaction, Shiryû deduced
calligraphers should focus on the formal qualities of
their art in order to render it meaningful to the world at
large, strengthening calligraphy as a visual art capable
of being appreciated by any audience, regardless of its
legibility. According to Shiryû, anyone can appreciate
what he called “the beauty of the line”(12).
Considering this theory, Saburô Hasegawa (1906–
1957) developed an interesting discourse based on the
line and its expressive possibilities as the link between
the West and the East. Hasegawa stood behind the idea
of the existence of a common language between new
calligraphy and Western abstract art; what he called
“The Beauty of Black and White”(13). The essay began
by referring to his correspondence with Pierre Tal Coat
(1905–1985), who wrote about the works shown in the
Contemporary French Art Exhibition. Le Salon de Mai
au Japon(14), where works by Hans Hartung (1904–
1989) or Pierre Soulages (1919–), among other French
artists who evolved from the geometric abstraction to a
monochrome abstract expressionism, were exhibited.
The reduction of the palette to black and white is
common to many artists during the postwar period. For
Shiryû, the colors black and white are one of the basis
of calligraphy; a contrast created by the black of the ink
and the white of the paper. The monochrome nature of
calligraphy also links the art of writing with sumi-e (墨
絵, ink painting) in China and Japan, as they use the
same elements (ink, paper, brush). From ancient times,
the essence of sumi-e relies on the expression of the
heart of man. Thus, the painting of a landscape is not
the copy of a particular existing view, as it occurs in
Western figurative painting, but an image created from
the inside, dependent on the personality of the artist.
Calligraphy, free from any external form, is expressed
through the ideograms, where the forms are
monochrome abstractions themselves(15) [Fig.1, 2].
The analysis of these concomitances sets the basis
for the selection of Western artists appearing in Bokubi,
such as Kline, who stood out in the New York postwar
scene for the energetic effect his black and white
creations caused in the public. This original
combination attracted the attention of Shiryû when,
seeing the catalogue of his second exhibition(16), found a
deep similarity with the beauty of Sho(17). For Shiryû,
the purity of the white, enhanced by the profundity of
the black traces, reflects the same beauty as
calligraphy, an example not easy to be found in the
West( 1 8 ) .  However, it is curious how, what was
considered by Shiryû and Hasegawa as a common
characteristic between Kline and calligraphic creations,
turned out to be a contradiction for Kline. In other
words, while Shiryû found in the balance of black and
white in the works of Kline the same beauty as in
calligraphy, Kline denied any influence of Japanese Sho
in his creations. According to Bert Winther-Tamaki(19),
this reaction is explained by the fact Kline was being
acclaimed as the banner of the male American by the
critic in a moment when America needed to build its
own national identity(20). The argument was a rhetoric
about the difference between the treatment of the space
in Kline’s work and the one used in Japanese
calligraphy. While in calligraphy the space is an infinite
surface where the ink is displayed (yohaku,余白), in his
works white is also painted, turning out to be an
element with a value similar to the black in the
canvas(21). Even his perspective was based on the non-
existence of a void, what Shiryû pointed out as similar
to Sho was the balance and energy generated by the
beautiful contrast of black and white in Kline’s
creations, not the disposition of the space, which was
influential for calligraphers as Yûchi Inoue.
The line-based monochrome abstraction in postwar
art was the common trait Bokubi followed for the
selection of Western expressionists. According to
Shiryû, the quest of calligraphy was the same as for the
postwar abstraction movement: to become the
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crystallization of real life(22). With this intention, Shiryû
created Bokubi, not in order to show the avant-garde
calligraphers creations to the world, but to contribute,
thanks to the implications of their art, to find a bridge
between art and human existence in a contemporary
context. With this premise, Bokubi appeared in the
international scene subtitled as “The Beauty of Black
and White”, their goal being a rich intercommunication
between the traditional heritage of Sho and the
contemporary monochrome abstract expressions.
America
The discovery of Kline made the dreams of
Hasegawa come true. He contacted the American
painter and dedicated the cover of the magazine to him,
with the reproduction of Clock Face (1950) [Fig.3]. The
title Bokubi was designed by Hasegawa himself. The
canvas, with the sphere as the main motive, refers to the
most famous creation of Gibon Sengai (1750–1837)
Circle-Triangle-Square(23), infinitely repeated by modern
painters in the West. The circle, enshô in Japanese, is
the paradigm of Zen calligraphy and it has been
revisited by artists as different as Jirô Yoshihara, Hans
Hartung, Alechinsky or Hasegawa, each of them
presenting their own version to what was proposed by
Sengai a thousand years earlier as the abstract
representation of the Universe. For Hasegawa, Kline’s
composition represented a strong movement to the left,
“an unstoppable movement, as time”(24). Inside the
magazine, the essay “Letter from France and America”
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Fig.1:  灼熱 (Shakunetsu), Shiryû Morita, 1956
Fig.2:  愚徹. Gutetsu,Yuichi Inoue, 1956, 220◊293cm
was illustrated, after a brief revision of Kline’s career,
with the reproduction of some of his principal works of
1950(25) The translation in Japanese of the first letter
Kline sent to Hasegawa was also included, where he
declared his interest in the great Japanese masters
whose works he could see at the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts. Among avant-garde calligraphy creations,
introduced to him by Isamu Noguchi, Kline liked
especially the works of Sôkyû Ueda because of the
strength transmitted by his creations. At this first
stage, Kline seemed very enthusiastic about the Bokubi
project, and predicted its good reception and
distribution overseas. The friendship between
Hasegawa and Kline continued throughout the years,
resulting in the four series Kline painted between 1956
and 1961, which he entitled Sabro, the English
adaptation Hasegawa made of his own name.
Hasegawa also dedicated the 12th issue of the
magazine to Franz Kline’s compositions(26), where Kline
himself published some comments about the New York
abstract scene. Also here Shiryû, declared himself
threatened by the energy and fresh spirit Kline
achieved to transmit through his work(27). What Shiryû
admired the most in this artist was the equal and
beautiful treatment applied to both black and white:
“It is my pleasure to find ... not in the East, but in
America ... these works in which the beauty of both
white and black is used most efficiently. I should say, “It
is enough. In these works I find the same beauty as in
calligraphy!””(28)
The observation Shiryû made constitutes the hinge
from where Kline, years later, denied his relation with
Japanese calligraphy. Articles like the one Bokubi
published were neither well received by Japanese
critics, divided, by then, between those defending
Western art and those who did it for the national
heritage, still reluctant to the possible
intercommunication between both artistic cultures.
However, by 1956 the relation of Sho and action
painting tottered, due to the Cold War panorama and
the lack of a solid basis apart from the monochrome
expressionist gestures both arts had in common.
The same problem appeared when Hasegawa
analyzed the work of L. Alcopley (1910–1992).
Hasegawa dedicated “Sho and New Painting. On the
works of L. Alcopley”(29) to this artist-scientist in 1952,
using the metaphor of the Eastern tradition that links
intellectuals and professionals. In the North American
scene, Kline and DeKooning would be the
“professionals”, while Alcopley turned out to be a
scientist whose art, as the one practiced by the literati
in China and Japan, grows in unison with their
scientific and intellectual qualities(30). Inside the
magazine, some drawings by Alcopley [Fig.4] are
reproduced, considered by Hasegawa close to the
gentleness and elegance of kana writing. It is
interesting how Hasegawa describes the different styles
of abstraction in the New York postwar scene through a
parallelism with traditional Japanese calligraphy. Thus,
while the bold strokes of Kline would be interesting to
those who understand the beauty of old kanji, the
elegant line and dots in the works of Alcopley would be
appreciated by the experts in the delicate kana
writing(31).
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Fig.3:  Bokubi No. 1, Cover. Kyoto, June, 1951.
Franz Kline: Clock Face, 1951
Alcopley, as Kline did before, also denied any relation
between calligraphy and his work(32), emphasizing that
his pictures, both drawings and paintings, differ
fundamentally from Eastern calligraphy because of his
different conception of space(33). One of the problems
Alcopley found in the essays of Hasegawa was his
strictly formal approach, based exclusively on the line,
color and space. However, a fluid correspondence
between both artists led to the publication of some
articles by Alcopley translated to Japanese in the
magazine. It was Alcopley who suggested, with Michel
Seuphor, the idea of a travelling Sho exhibition in
Europe, as a consequence of the participation of Shiryû
in Le Salon d’Octobre, at Craven Gallery in Paris, 1953.
Alcopley also introduced his wife, Nina Trigvadottir to
Shiryû, who included her designs in the 28th issue of
Bokubi, dedicated to the relation between Sho and
design(34). Along with Alechinsky, Alcopley might be
one of the more enthusiastic Western artists devoted to
the Bokubi project, maintaining a long-term friendship
with Shiryû throughout the years.
As we can see, the relation established between the
new calligraphy and North American abstraction
lacked a solid basis, weakened by the fragile political
relation between both nations, where the definition of
their own national identity was also important in the
discourse of their art. Despite many American artists
presented the shadow of the oriental calligraphy as a
source of inspiration, the discourse developed by the
critic and supported by the artists themselves could not
go any further. An illustrative example could be the
case of Jackson Pollock, whose compositions were
analyzed by Japanese calligraphers as being the
American version of Zang Xu(35). However, the lack of
yohaku(36) and the spontaneous final result(37) made the
gesture and his dripping the only common points
between his art and modern Sho, leading the dialogue
to a fast ending.
Europe
Although in America Bokubi was received as an
exotic curiosity and an example of the refined and
intellectual taste of Zen culture , in Europe, the
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Fig.4:  Study. L. Alcopley. In Bokubi, No16, September 1952
preciosity of the sign became the center of attention,
endowed with a mysterious beauty that knocked on the
doors of modern art as a valid answer to the evolution
of painting.
Ever since Lafcadio Hearn gazed at the beauty of the
ideograms which filled the streets of Yokohama(38),
there have been many studies continuing his legacy
related to the art of calligraphy. Regarding Bokubi, the
documentary created by Pierre Alechinsky (1927–) in
1955 stands out as one emblematic meeting point. The
interest of Alechinsky in calligraphy is connected to his
investigations about the expressive possibilities of
writing, which he applied to his own work and dates
back to his contact with Christian Dotremont (1922–
1979)(39), whose text “Signification et sinification”(40),
published in Cobra in 1950, was decisive for his later
artistic decisions(41). Alechinsky arrived from Brussels
to Paris in 1951 thanks to a scholarship from the
Government of France and began to study engraving at
L’Atel ier 17(42), where he met the Chinese painter
Walasse Ting (1929–2010), who introduced him in the
Oriental painting techniques. It was at L’Atelier 17
where he discovered an issue of Bokubi(43). Thanks to
this, Alechinsky began a fluent epistolary communication
with Shiryû, which lasted until the end of the Cobra
group and gave as a result “Au-delà de l’écriture”, an
article where he compared the improvisation of the
calligrapher with that of the jazz musician; while the
musician is held up by the rhythmical section, the
calligrapher is by the mental representation of the
ideogram. The article was published in Phases, Graphis
(Geneva), Le Journal des Beaux-Arts (Brussels) and
Bokubi (Kyoto), strengthening his friendship with the
Bokujinkai group.
All of this, along with his interest in Orient, led him
to the idea, suggested by Henri Storck and Luc de
Heusch(44), of filming a documentary in situ about
avant-garde calligraphy in Japan. The sale of two of his
canvasses to the Nabis Gallery(45) in Tokyo financed the
film [Fig.5]. The Hungarian Francis Haar (1908–1977),
exiled and working in Japan for the Tokyo Press Club,
agreed to collaborate on the project. All of them stayed
at calligrapher Chikka Morita’s house in Tokyo and in a
Zen temple in Kyoto. During their stay they met Shiko
Munakata, Shûzô Takiguchi, Sôfû Teshigahara, Tarô
Okamoto and Kenzo Tange as prominent personalities
in the Japanese art scene. The press, enthusiastic with
the novelty, received the artist and his committee
warmly. Alechinsky absorbed the technique and
materials of Japanese calligraphers. Among the
creations he discovered during his trip, an important
work was the one of Gakyû Osawa (1890–1953), who
made an homage piece  to the poem of Aragon
Persienne, Persienne, Persienne [...] Persienne? [Fig.6]
that made him think: “This calligrapher does not
translate , he shows”( 4 6 ) .  Thus, Alechinsky
demonstrated having understood the message Shiryû
wanted to transmit to the West. The result came out in
1956 in the form of the documentary Call igraphie
Japonaise, with comments of Dotremont read by Roger
Blin, edited by Jean Cleinge and with music by André
Souris. It was a 16mm film in black and white lasting
17 minutes with the appearance of Tôkô Shinoda,
Sôgen Eguchi, Nakano Etsunan, Shiryû Morita and
Sohaku Ogata. Pierre Braunberger, pioneer of French
short films, was in charge of the production. Two years
later, the documentary received a special diploma at
Bergamo International Festival, helping to spread
calligraphy in Europe and influencing later creations
like the documentary about lithography Encre (1963),
that Jean Cleinge filmed with Alechinsky, Karel Appel
and Wallace Ting. That very year, Alechinsky
presented his work at the group exhibition L’Art de
l’Écriture in Baden-Baden, along with Shiryû and other
members of Bokujin, closing significantly a cycle of
group activities that were essential for the introduction
of avant-garde calligraphy in Europe(47). Back in
Belleville, Alechinsky received Sam Francis, who was
preparing a trip to Japan. He was followed by George
Mathieu, Michel Tapié, Soulages, Michel Ragon, Jean
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Fig.5:  La Nuit. Pierre Alechinsky, 1952
Leymarie and other artists in whose work we could
recognize the shadow of Eastern calligraphy.
Alechinsky began using, from 1957, the big format
and spontaneous signs, thanks to the ink he let dry
outside. The plasticity of the Japanese ideograms, those
“explosions d’écriture”(48) appeared as the solution to
create a dialogue between painting and writing in the
own space of the piece.  He was fascinated by the art of
writing. Proof of which is the anecdote he told in Titres
et Pains Perdus about how he lost a roll of calligraphies
given to him by Tôkô Shinoda (1913) to do “whatever
he wanted” with them, sign of the famous Japanese
kindness. Unfortunately, he forgot the wonderful
present inside a taxi once he got to Paris without ever
finding it again, but he had the chance to gaze at those
pieces on the train to Yokohama, and was able to
remember his brief stay and the deep impression the
trip had had on him. From all the Japanese culture he
saw, Alechinsky chose what he called that “trainée
d’encre précieuse”(49): calligraphy(50).
As the visit of Alechinsky to Japan was a direct
interaction with Sho, the visit of Michel Tapié (1909–
1987) to the regions of Tokyo and Kansai in order to
promote his art autre, did not leave a deep impact for
Shiryû, as the performance à la japonaise(51) of Georges
Mathieu at the shop window of Shirokiya Department
Store grew apart from the essence of Sho for having
adopted only the stereotype, taking advantage on the
gestural characteristics of his own work [Fig.7].
Calligraphers as Yûichi Inoue and Shiryû asserted that,
despite the linear characteristics and the big format,
Mathieu’s work was nothing but a “beautiful
representation of abstract painting”(52). On his side,
Mathieu predicted, according to the general opinion, the
end of calligraphy as a result of its union with abstract
painting(53).
In the world of art, the attempt to define a self-
identity without remaining on the surface of exoticism
has given particularly interesting examples such as the
object of this study(54). The result is a curious mixture
of national tradition and foreign modernity as can be
seen both in Japanese avant-garde as well as in the
postwar Spanish panorama(55), with Joan Miró (1893–
1983) [Fig.8] as one of its best examples and whose
work also appeared in Bokubi. The relation of Miró
with Japanese calligraphy is constant in his work.
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Fig.6:  鎧戸－アラゴンの詩より,
(Yoroito. Aragon no Shi yori, Blind: according to
the poem of Louis Aragon).
Gakyû Osawa, 1951
Fig.7:  Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Georges Mathieu, 1957
Whether it is his interest in Japanese culture and Zen,
materialized from as early as in Paris when he
illustrated the book Duthuit wrote( 5 6 ) , or for the
gestures and signs recurrent in his painting. Miró, so
dear to the Japanese public, will be the only Spanish
artist Saburô Hasegawa dedicated an article to in the
6th issue of Bokubi: “Primitive Beauty. Joan Miró”(57).
Hasegawa met Miró through Isamu Noguchi(58), who
presented him as a “silent and good man”(59). That kind
of silence is the one the Japanese critics maintained
about the Spanish artist at the moment Hasegawa
wrote his article, placing himself as a great admirer of
the work of the Majorcan. The article connects with the
personal project Hasegawa was creating, meaning the
rapprochement of Western modernity and Eastern
tradition, which in the case of Miró relies on what he
calls “color and shape poems”, quoting Miró himself,
who asserted he did not distinguish between poetry
and painting. Thess principles push Hasegawa to
declare Miró as the Western and modern
materialization of the traditional Eastern saying
“Painting is a silent poem”(60). According to Hasegawa,
Miró “creates poems, signs and songs” through shape,
color, line and space. The line in the works of Miró does
not stand out because of its skills on the Japanese eye,
but for flowing while describing nothing in particular,
only shapes and fantastic animals that caught the
attention of the public for being painted with the
“rhythm of the line of the heart”, the same calligraphy
uses.
With a unique language where color plays the main
role, the artist reaches the core of his personal signs
painted with that “line of the rhythm of the heart”,
without limits and that approaches him to  primitivism,
to a kind of untouchable beauty only children know.
This issue of Bokubi was completely dedicated to the
beauty of the primitive, with studies dedicated to the
first kanji inscriptions and to Egyptian hieroglyphs.
Miró being interestingly one of the artist most
recognizable because of the repetition of signs forming
a personal language comparable with Japanese avant-
garde calligraphy . In the book Art of Today and
Tomorrow(61), Shûzô Takiguchi referred to the plastic
language in the work of Miró as the main charm for
Japanese audiences, due to the suggestive power of his
dots and abstract lines. For this, he compares the
process of abstraction in painting, where the lines and
dots achieve certain spirituality over the blank paper.
Takiguchi asserted the lines drawn by Miró are
“calligraphic”, pointing the interest of the Spanish
master in oriental Sho: “the lines Miró draw could be
qualified as “calligraphic” and there is no reason to
believe he did not feel a deep interest in oriental
calligraphy”(62). Besides his original style, Miró is one of
the few, if not the only, colorful artists included in the
black and white beauty Bokubi presented, but his
relation with calligraphy goes deeper than in any other
case. The similar format, the method and the materials,
the library of the artist has also proven the kind relation
existing between Miró and Japanese Sho(63). “Miró, the
painter of primitive beauty, contemporary master”,
concluded Hasegawa.
Along with the article, some reproductions of Miró’s
work appeared in the magazine(64). Not only paintings
but also sculptures, where subjects as the distribution
of the space could find also a link with Japanese
calligraphy. Connected to this theory, Shiryû
demonstrated a huge interest in contemporary
sculpture, including the sketches the artist made prior
to the work, which he considered the transfer of Sho to
the Third Dimension. Among the works analyzed in
Bokubi it is worth mentioning the ones of David Smith,
Lardera, Ubac and Giacometti, all of them with different
personal styles but capable of expressing, as lines on a
paper, the balance of the space and dynamic
equilibrium. But not only in sculpture could we find
similarities with Sho, Shiryû was also interested in
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Fig.8:  Woman Learning Music. Joan Miro, 1945
design, such as the ideograms, especially kanji, which
made Sho a work of art, strongly linked in form and
significance to the humanity of the author.
Calligraphers normally devoted themselves to the
artistic creation leaving the commercial and industrial
part to other specialists, but with Bokubi it also became
important to develop this field of expression inspired
by artists like Michel Seuphor [Fig.9] and Nina
Tryggvadottir towards the defense of the ideogram as
something decorative. In this sense Seuphor became, as
Alechinsky, Soulages and Alcopley, a regular
contributor to the magazine. However, it would be
impossible to reflect here the contribution of all
Western artists who participated in the Bokubi project
such as K.O. Gotz, who guided Shiryû and other
members of the Bokujin group during their trip to
Germany.
The case of European artists present a less united
group, where the work of each artist is analyzed based
on diverse criteria. While the rhythm of Miró’s works
captivated Hasegawa, the collaboration of Alechinsky
with the magazine proved vital for the presentation of
Sho in international circles. If we compare these artists
with the American group, we could notice European
artists maintained an equal dialogue longer in time and
more fruitful in terms of international exhibitions.
Despite the risk of being a too basic division,  the
American group presents a more consolidated front if
we compare it to the one formed by European artists.
Conclusion
In 1958, Hugo Munsterberg talked about Japanese
avant-garde calligraphers as the best example of
contemporary art in Japan: “Young men, many of them
students, who are equally at home with Picasso and
Klee or Kôetsu and Taiga”( 6 5 ) ,  pointing out the
dependence on tradition as the main peculiarity of
calligraphy. This characteristic transforms Sho into an
original genre in the discourse of History of Art,
isolated from other Western practices until the 20th
century.
For the renovation of calligraphy, Shiryû focused his
particular revolution on three main points: the
dependence on tradition, an approach to Western
abstraction and the activity of the new calligraphers by
the exhibition of their work. According to Shiryû, the
intercommunication with Western artistic expressions
is given in both directions. In other words, as
calligraphy influenced some Western artists with its
techniques, materials and spirituality, some avant-garde
calligraphers where inspired also by the freshness and
modernity of Western creations, including not only
painting but also sculpture , design and even
architecture. Thus, Bokubi opened a whole new channel
of connections under the sign of abstraction as a
common element. Bokubi stands out for this reason as
one important historical archive where the essence of
the real Japanese calligraphy experienced in the
postwar period is reflected at length. As a consequence
from earlier attempts to avant-garde generated in the
late 1930s, it is not until Bokubi appears where the base
of a new movement in calligraphy is firmly declared,
through three important lines of action: the dependence
on tradition, the approach to Western art expressions
and the consolidation of a new movement through
group exhibitions and discussions. While the look
towards previous master calligraphers is inherent to the
art of calligraphy( 6 6 ) ,  the dialogue these artists
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Fig.9:  Sans Titre. Michel Seuphor, 1952.
Bokubi No 28, october 1953 (58◊39cm)
established with their contemporary Western
counterparts resulted in the most interesting idea
Shiryû contributed to the Japanese calligraphic scene.
Still unknown in the West, the studies related to Sho
are important for the development of the actual
discourse of Art. Nevertheless, Bokubi constitutes an
important catalogue of the art scene in postwar Japan
and, thanks to Shiryû’s frantic activity, the Western
public learnt to gaze from the heart.
Aitana Merino,
February 2012
───────────────
（１) Bokubi (墨美) : Magazine published between 1951 and
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（16) Franz Kline second solo exhibition took place at the
Charles Egan Gallery in New York, December 1951.
（17) “I have had the clear impression [Kline’s work] carried
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Shiryû: “クラインの近作を観て・一書作家の感想”
(Kurain no kinsaku wo Mite : Ichi sakka no kansô).
Bokubi, No. 12. Kyoto: Bokubi-sha, May, 1952, pp. 5–6
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level” MORITA, Shiryû: “クラインの近作を観て・一
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national and racial notions of artistic primacy”
WINTHER-TAMAKI, Bert: “The Asian dimensions of
Postwar Abstract Art: Calligraphy and Metaphysics”.
The Third Mind: American Artist Contemplate Asia,
1860–1989. New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, 2009. p. 152
（20) WINTHER-TAMAKI, Bert: “Changing Fortunes”. Art
in the Encounter of Nations Japanese and American
Artists in the Early Postwar Years. Honolulu: University
of Hawai’i Press, 2000, p. 17
（21) “People sometimes think I take a white canvas and
paint a black sign on it, but this is not true. I paint the
white as well as the black, and the white is just as
important” KLINE, Franz quoted in SANDLER, Irving:
The Triumph of American Painting, New York: Harper
and Row, 1970, p. 245
（22) MORITA, Shiry?: “Sur la Presentation a l’Étranger de
la Calligraphie d’Extreme Orient”. Bokubi No. 52. Kyoto:
Bokubisha, February, 1956. pp. 35–36
（23) This work generally its entitled with the signs ◯△□
in Japan, also kwnon as The Universe in the West
（24) HASEGAWA, Saburô: “フランスとアメリカから便
り” (Furansu to America kara tayori), Bokubi, No1, opus
cit.
（25) Appart from Clock Face on the cover, the works
Nijinsky, High Street, Leda, Giselle, Cardinal, Chief and
Hoboken also appeared in the article. All of them are
from 1950 and were chosen by Kline. HASEGAWA,
Saburô: “フランスとアメリカから便り” (Furansu to
America kara tayori), opus cit.
（26) HASEGAWA, Saburô: “クラインの近業” (Kurain no
Kingy?). Bokubi, No 12. Kyoto: Bokubisha, May, 1952, pp.
5–7
（27) MORITA, Shiryû: “クラインの近作を観て” (Kurain
no Kinsaku wo MIte). Bokubi, No12. Kyoto: Bokubisha,
May 1952, pp. 6–7
（28) MORITA, Shiryû: “クラインの近作を観て” (Kurain
no Kinsaku wo MIte), opus cit.
（29) HASEGAWA, Saburô: “書と新しい絵画・アルコプ
レーの作品にふれて ” (Sho to Atarashii Kaiga.
Arukopurê no Sakuhin ni furete), Bokubi, No16. Kyoto:
Bokubisha, September 1952, p. 21–25. Shiryû sent a
translation of the article to Alcopley under the title “New
Painting. Pictures of Alcopley”, but Hasegawa did not
agree with it, sending a letter to Franz Kline to explain
all the possible mistakes of the previous text sent by
Shiryû and adding his own translation of the article
metioned above. The letter, dated on 10th September
1952 is in the Correpondence Archives of Holguer Cahill.
Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
（30) HASEGAWA, Saburô: “書と新しい絵画・アルコプ
レーの作品にふれて ” (Sho to Atarashii Kaiga.
Arukopurê no Sakuhin ni furete), opus cit.
（31) Generally, the Japanese calligrapher is specialized in
one or the other scrypt, the same way as abstract
painters choose a certain kind of gesture.
（32) “My use of these brushes tended to evolve a style
which approaches the style of the Chinese and Japanese
artists of the past, whose work I admire greatly. But I do
not intend to follow their style or ways, as they are alien
to my conceptions of our contemporary world, which is
entirely a development of Western civilization and
thought.” ALCOPLEY: “Drawings as strutures and Non-
structures”. Leonardo, Vol. 1, No. 1,. The MIT Press:
January, 1968, p. 4
（33) “The conception of space in my pictures has been
erroneously identified with the conception of space in the
pictures by artists of ancient China and Japan. At a first
glimpse, the Eastern conception of space and my
conception of it seem to be very close, but they are
altogether different. The decisive distinction is that the
feeling for space in my pictures is that of Western man,
experiencing and practicing Western thought. For us,
reared in Western civilization, space, as we feel it,
contains all entitities or objects. For the Asian artist,
experiencing and practicing Far Eastern thought, space
is the void which cannot be seen, but permeates
everything as an active agent” ALCOPLEY: “Drawings
as strutures and Non-structures”, op.cit., p. 14
（34) Bokubi, No. 28. Kyoto: Bokubi-sha, October, 1953
（35) The comparison between Pollock and the late Tang
Dinasties calligrapher Zang Xu relies in the way both
artists were in a semi-unconscious induced by
inebriation when painting, achieving high levels of
creativity and greatness in their work during this trance.
See UNAGAMI, Masaomi: “The art of writing tradition
and Yû-ichi today”, Yuichi works 1955–1981. Kyoto: The
National museum of Art, februray, 28 - march, 26 1988
（36) Yokaku (余白): Use of the void in monochrome ink
painting. One of the main points of interest to Hisamatsu,
Ijima and Shiryû in the analysis of the differences
between Western abstraction and Japanese calligraphy.
See  YOSHIHARA, Jirô: “抽象絵画と余白” (Chûshô
Kaiga to Yohaku). Bokubi, No21. Kyoto: Bokubisha,
February 1953, pp. 12–21
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（37) POLLOCK, Jackson : “When I am painting, I’m not
aware of what I’m doing. It is only after a sort of “get
acquainted” period that I see what I have been about”.
“My Painting”. Possibil ities, No1. 1947 quoted in
SLIFKIN, Robert: “The Tragic Image: Action Painting
Revisited”, Oxford Art Journal, No34 . Oxford University
Press: february 2011, pp. 227
（38) “And finally, while you are still puzzling over the
mistery of things, there will come to you like a revelation
the knowledge that most amazing picturesqueness of
these streets is simply due to the profusion of Chinese
and Japanese characters in white, black, blue or gold,
decorating everything — even the surfaces of doorposts
and paper screens, Perhaps, then, for one moment, you
will imagine the effect of English lettering substituted for
those magical characters; and the mere idea will give to
whatever aesthetic sentiment you may  possess a brutal
shock, and you will become, as I have become, an enemy
of the Romaji-Kwai —that society founded for the ugly
utilitarian purpose of introducing the use of English
letters in writing Japanese” HEARN, Lafcadio: “My first
day in the Orient”. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan (First
Series). The Echo Library, 2006. p. 9
（39) Christian Dotremont (1922–1979): Belgian poet and
painter who participated in the Cobra group
（40) DOTREMONT, Christian: «Signification et
sinification» ,  Cobra No7, Autumn 1950 in Cobra
1948–1951. Paris: Assotiation Française d’Action
Artistique, 1982, p. 19
（41) Nonetheless, in  Alechinsky, there is no union between
plastic and linguistic, but two parallel universes half
combined. In any case, a certain mimesis could be
detected, given to his nervous strokes some kind of
writting appearance, putting it in consonace with the
abstraction of delicated and electric lines Alcopley,
Soulages or even Mark Tobey practiced [Fig.5]. All of
them mentioned in Bokubi
（42) Founded in Paris in 1933 by William S. Hayter
(1901–1988), L’Atelier 17 was famous for its innovative
techniques, using several colors in the same plate
through the rejection produced by two inks of different
viscosity.
（43) “My attention was attracted by a group of writers-
calligraphers who were publishing in Kyoto a specialized
magazine, Bokubi (“the pleasure of the ink”, free
translation); opened anyhow among ink cans, tarlatan
and leather pieces on a table of l’Atelier 17 (the famous
etching school of Bill Hayter where I used to work)［...］
Until 1955 I only had one target: to travel to Japan” .
ALECHINSKY, P.: “Pollock et Guernica” Baluchon et
ricochets. Paris: Gallimard,1994, p. 99
（44) Henri Storck (1907–1999) y Luc de Heusch (1927–):
belgian filmakers who worked together since 1949 and
were part of the parisian postwar scene. De Heusch
directed Persephone, only film produced by Cobra group.
（45) Gallery located in the furniture shop for artists of
Yasse Tabuchi’s father, a friend of Alechinsky. One of the
paintings, La Nuit (1952) is in Kurashiki Ohara Museum
today. 
（46) ALECHINSKY, Pierre y IONESCO, Eugène: Paintings
and Writings. opus cit., p. 203
（47) Spanish artist Antonio Saura (1930–1998), possibly
learned the calligraphic method of painting by watching
Alechinsky’s documentary: “Ever since his recent trip to
Japan, Pierre Alechinsky have made an outstanding
cinematographic document about Japanese calligraphy
(...) Japanese abstract calligraphy is very interesting for
us, as it is the most beautiful example of one of the
biggest trends in contemporary painting: the release of
the gesture as primary and elemental expression”
SAURA, Antonio: Boletin de El paso, November 1957.
Alechinsky. Galerie National du Jeu de Paume, 1998. p.
170
（48) “Explosions of Writing” ALECHINSKY, Pierre.:
“L’autre main” (1988), Des deux mains, Paris: Mercure de
France, 2004
（49) This sentence could be translated as “trail of precious
ink”
（50) The complete anecdote is described in detail by the
author in the chapter “D?placements” of Titres et Pains
perdues: “Faites-en ce que vous voulez”, me dit-elle. Le
train partit qui allait au port. Au milieu d’amis que je
n’allais jamais revoir, Toko Shinoda m’avait donné ce que
j’avais choisi de son pays mais n’avais jamais espéré
posséder: ses calligraphies cachées dans un rouleau, [...]
Dans le bateau des messageries, je découvris, je déroulais
les longues feuilles, suivais parmi le voyage l’itinéraire
de chacun des signes. Je regardais une trainée d’encre
précieuse, inversée dans la lumiére: le sillage. Le pont de
bois savonné et ses écritures légères de goudron, les
traces de routille corrigées le long des coursives, le ciel
blanc papier, l’eau sombre: autant des références. Je me
rappelais l’ombre des saules sur les palissades d’une
maison de Tokyo écriture mouvante, merveilleusement
inutile, qui m’avait traduit en gestes de peintre une
caresse naturelle, le vent, l’arbre. Je revoyais Toko
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Shinoda user doucement un bâton d’encre sur la pierre,
choisir avec sollicitude son meilleur pinceau”
ALECHINSKY, Pierre y IONESCO, Eugène: Paintings
and Writings. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Museum of Art.
Carnegie Institute, 1978, pp. 59–80
（51) dressed with a yukata
（52) MORITA, Shiryû: “森田子龍と比田南北” (Morita
Shiryû to Hidai Nanboku)  Bokubi, No 87. Kyoto:
Bokubisha, June 1959
（53) Quoted in WINTHER-TAMAKI, Bert: “The
Calligraphy and Pottery worlds in Japan”. Art in the
Encounter of Nations Japanese and American Artists in
the Early Postwar Years. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i
Press, 2000, p. 71
（54) Francisco Calvo-Serraller asserted in the catalogue for
the exhibition Gutai54 the proximity between Spain and
Japan regarding both nations’ experiences. After the war,
the duality of national and foreign context present the
problem of establishing a self-identity without falling in
a mere folkloric anecdote on the international scene.
CALVO-SERRALLER: Grupo Gutai. Madrid: Museo
Espa?ol de Arte Contemporáneo, 1987
（55) The confict generated by the attempt of avoiding the
exotic label in Art approaches also, interestingly, Japan
to Spain in the 19th Century, when the romantic image of
Spain as the door to the Orient for Europe is generated in
France and other parts of the West. CALVO
SERRALLER, Francisco: La imagen romántica de
Espa~na. Madrid: Alianza, 1995.
（56) DUTHUIT, George: Mystique Chinoise et Peinture
Moderne, Paris: Chroniques du Jour, 1936
（57) HASEGAWA, Saburô: “美しき原始. ホアン・ミロ”
(Utsukushiki Genshi. Joan Miro) Bokubi No 6, Kyoto:
Bokubisha, November 1951 pp. 5–10
（58) The relation between Noguchi and Miró was fruitful
on the dialogue between both of their styles. We could
emphazise the common proyect they participated in for
the UNESCO headquarters in Paris in 1958, where the
fountain Noguchi designed, with the ideogram for Peace
(和, wa) carved on the stone remind us to one of the most
repeated signs in Miró’s work: the star. The imaginative
figures of Noguchi refers from the primitive haniwa of
the Asuka Period in Japan to the polished surfaces of
Brancussi and the emphatic simplicity of Miró. In
WINTHER-TAMAKI: “Isamu Noguchi: Places of
Affiliation and Disaffiliation”, opus cit.
（59) “[ミロは、ものを言わない、静かなとてもいい人
です」とイサム・ノグチが私に語った事がある”
HASEGAWA, Saburô: “美しき原始. ホアン・ミロ”
(Utsukushiki Genshi. Joan Miro) en Bokubi No6 , Kyoto:
Bokubisha, November 1951 pp. 5–10
（60) “画はこれ無声の詩”. HASEGAWA, Saburô: “美しき
原始. ホアン・ミロ” (Utsukushiki Genshi. Joan Miro)
Bokubi No6 , Kyoto: Bokubisha, November 1951, p. 5
（61) TAKIGUCHI, Shuzo: 今日の美術と明日の美術 (Kyô
no Bijutsu to Ashita no Bijutsu) Tokyo, Yomiurishinbunsha,
1953
（62) INOUE, Yûichi; UNAGAMI, Masaomi: 井上有一全書
業 (Inoue Yûichi Zenshogyô). Tokio: Unac Tokyo,
1996–2000, p. 604
（63) For further reading on this subject see CABA~NAS
MORENO, Pilar: “La fuerza de Oriente en la obra de Joan
Miró” Oviedo: Arte e identidades culturales: actas del XII
Congreso Nacional del Comité Espa~nol de Historia del
Arte, 28, 29, 30 - 9 and 1 -10, 1998
（64) The works reproduced in Bokubi were Woman
learning music (1945), three sculptures made in
collaboration with Artigas (all around 1945), and
Woman, Moon, Bird (1950) . Along with a portrait of the
artist in his atelier. The same kind of selection that
appeared in the article dedicated to Kline in the first
issue of the magazine. 
（65) MUNSTERBERG, Hugo: “East and West in
Contemporary Japanese Art”. College Art Journal, vol.
18, No. 1, Autumn 1958, p. 38
（66) In the case of Shiryû and his group can be related to
great Zen masters as Ryôkan or Nantembô, whose
creations stand out thanks to their freedom and their
power of expression.
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